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Nazar Naamy, Ishak Hariyanto

Dear authors, please revise your manuscript based on the peer review results. It is hoped that you 
will immediately follow up with the European Central Journal Management Center for your 
manuscript.
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To the Editor In Chief. We have corrected the article manuscript in accordance with peer review directions. Thank you for your trust, help 
and attention to our work.
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Dear Nazar Naamy, Ishak Hariyanto, Agus Dedi Putrawan, 

 

It's our pleasure to inform you that, after the peer review, your paper, 
 

Title: “CANCEL CULTURE: AN ANALYSIS ISLAMIC COMMUNICATION 
ON VIRTUAL MEDIA” 

 

has been ACCEPTED with content unaltered to publish with Central 

European Management Journal| ISSN:2658-0845 | E-ISSN:2658-2430. 

In order to fit into the publishing and printing schedule, please re-submit your 
complete publication package by directly replying this acceptance email 
within 15 days so we can make your article available online/print in the 
upcoming issue of 2023 If you failed to prepare your complete files on time, 
the publication of your article might be delayed. 

 
Though the reviewers of the journal already confirmed the quality of your 
paper’s current version, you can still add content to it, such as solidifying the 

literature review, adding more content in the conclusion, giving more information on your analytical 
process and giving acknowledgement. 

 
Again, thank you for working with Central European Management Journal. I believe that our 
collaboration will help to accelerate the global knowledge creation and sharing one step further. 
Central European Management Journal looks forward to your final publication package. Please do not 
hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Editor-in-Chief 

Central European Management Journal 
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